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Preface

This is a compendium of the state of the art and practice related to information interfaces in environments and non-DoD related software work products. It characterizes information interfaces in software engineering environments, describes the information interfaces in a select sample of environments and tools, surveys existing information interface technology, and points the way to additional literature from which a more complete treatment of information interfaces and information interface technology may be obtained.

This compendium was developed with the perspective of trying to be as helpful as possible to the people who have to perform the follow-up tasks. As a result, breadth was given priority over depth in the literature search. The intention was to try to identify as many areas of interest as possible, even though resources permitted only a superficial analysis of each area. The requisite in-depth analysis is one of the recommended follow-up tasks.

The compendium is divided into sections reflecting development activities (sections 2-6), management and support activities (sections 7-12), technologies (sections 13-17), and application areas (section 18). In general, a brief overview begins each section. A list of references pertaining to the section topic concludes each section. Some of the sections also contain a more detailed review of one or more tools or environments relevant to the section topic. These reviews are intended to provide examples of notable information interfaces and/or information interface technology related to the topic of the section. Conclusions and recommendations conclude the compendium.
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Information Interfaces

1.0 Introduction

1.1 Background

The Software Technology for Adaptable Reliable Systems Joint Program Office (STARS JPO) was established by the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering (DUSDRE) for Research and Advanced Technology (R&AT) to plan and implement a program to improve the state of practice of software technology throughout the DoD. This program has as one of its central efforts the development of a Joint Service Software Engineering Environment (JSSEE).

A goal of the JSSEE development is to establish an architecture which will accommodate the incorporation of new software technology in an evolutionary manner. This goal imposes stringent requirements on the software architecture. More importantly here, a goal to permit migration of project data to other environments raises the issue of information interfaces to primary importance.

As defined in the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software Engineering Terminology, an interface is a shared boundary. An information interface is an inter-environment, inter-tool or user-tool interface that consists of data (as opposed to invocation or control interfaces). These boundaries are specified using an information interface specification. The data that passes across such a boundary is expected to conform to the specification for the interface. [A glossary of terms related to information interfaces is under development. The definitions used here conform to an early draft of that glossary.]

The purpose of this task is to provide the STARS JSSEE effort with a technical compendium of the state of the art and practice related to information interfaces in environments and non-DoD related software work products. The ultimate purpose for studying information interfaces is to be able to design the JSSEE in a way that makes it useful in a wide variety of project environments, using a variety of methods, techniques, tools, notations, and user interfaces, including many not yet developed. To do this it is important to understand the information interfaces that exist in a generic sense in software development and support, how they are used by the different methods and tools, and how they are represented in the different formats and notations. It is also important to understand information interface technology, that is, techniques for specifying information interfaces and methods for using, organizing, controlling and assessing them.
The purpose of this report is to characterize the concept of Information Interfaces in software engineering environments (SEE), to describe the information interfaces present in a select sample of environments and tools, and to point the way to additional literature from which a more complete treatment of information interfaces and information interface technology may be obtained.

1.2 Overview and Scope

While the concept of a JSSEE encompasses the total working environment of a software engineer, with respect to information interfaces we limit our concern to that part of the environment that is potentially automated. Such an automated environment (referred to in the remainder of this report as an environment) consists of a collection of tools that operate on information fragments.

Within this environment the information interface specifications specify information fragments manipulated by the tools. There are several ways of categorizing these information fragments. Some information fragments are external and some are internal. External information fragments are user-environment information fragments or environment-environment information fragments. User-environment information fragments are ones that need to be intelligible to people as well as tools. Documentation, analysis results, source code and review reports are examples of external information fragments. Internal information fragments are ones that are produced by one tool for the consumption of other tools. A parse tree would normally fall into this category.

Some information fragments are root fragments and some are non-root fragments. Root fragments are fragments that conform to complete information interface specifications, such as a specification or symbol table. Non-root fragments are meaningful parts of those complete fragments. Some examples of non-root fragments are functions, attributes and priorities of a specification, and symbols, types and other attributes of a symbol table. Some non-root fragments are relationships between other non-root or root fragments, such as the traceability relationships between a requirements document and a design document, or the nesting structure of a symbol table.

The specifications of (root, non-root) information fragments are (root, non-root) information interface specification fragments. That is, an important aspect of the notion of a fragment is its relationship to an information interface. Fragments are not arbitrary pieces of specifications or data.

The above definitions characterize information interfaces in a few ways that are used in the remainder of this paper. There are other ways of characterizing information interfaces. Consider the diagram in Figure 1. The vertical arrows represent invocation
Figure 1. One structure for information interfaces
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and control interfaces (which may also be partially information interfaces), and the horizontal arrows represent information interfaces between like components. From this it can be seen that specifications of interfaces need to define files (the physical models of data storage), logical data models used in data base management systems, the specific relations, entity types and attributes of the data used by specific tools (semantic data models), and interchange formats used for delivering the output of one environment to another. This hierarchy, while somewhat similar to the hierarchy of fragments described above, takes the perspective of a data base designer or administrator.

The developers of the JSSEE may need to take another perspective, one closer to the data itself. In this case the types of data fragments can be categorized in several different ways. One such way is in terms of the nature of the processing to be done on them. Here, there would be sequential items (perhaps called files), structured storage items (perhaps relations), graphical items, screens, binary data, etc. Another way to characterize the data fragments is in terms of the way they are used, for example, as documentation text files, source code text files, load modules, forms, input edit templates, help messages, test data, measurement information, accounting information, etc. A specific example of how this might be done is shown in Appendix 2.

Since the intent of the JSSEE is to automate as much of the software engineering process as is practical within the state of the art, we have had to consider information interfaces from all aspects of software development, maintenance and management. We categorize these aspects as follows:

* Phases (requirements, design, coding, etc.)
* Management and support activities (project management, configuration management, training, etc.)
* Technologies (artificial intelligence, graphics, etc.)
* Applications (real-time, command and control, etc.)

Phases and management and support activities have traditionally been the subject of software engineering research. While there is much dispute over what phases and management and support activities software projects should employ, and indeed, whether the traditional model of phases is even appropriate, for this task we have been instructed to structure this report in concert with the draft DOD-STD-2167, Defense System Software Development.

Technologies and applications are frequently (but not always) ignored in discussions of environments. Technologies, such as graphics, are extremely general topics whose scopes exceed their applicability to software engineering environments. Our interest,
therefore, is limited to what they contribute to software engineering and to the design of environments. This can be viewed as what implications the architectural choices for the design of the JSSEE have for information interfaces. For example, if JSSEE workstations are graphics oriented, then graphics related information interfaces need to be part of the JSSEE. If the JSSEE is implemented as a distributed system, then networking interfaces are relevant.

In addition to the technologies we discuss below, there are several others that could also be listed or covered more extensively but are not because there are other JSSEE related reports due that cover these areas. These include human engineering, multilevel security, standards and database management.

In general, we have limited our search for application specific information interfaces to those we believe to be highly likely applications to be developed with a JSSEE. These include real-time applications and some of the problems dealt with in command and control and decision support systems. Many of the subjects listed as technologies to be used in building the JSSEE are also technologies to be used in the MCCR products to be built with the JSSEE, and, therefore, are application related issues. The topics of human engineering, security and database management are mentioned briefly in this context.

To date, there is little literature that discusses information interfaces per se. To learn about information interfaces one frequently needs to read between the lines in descriptions of languages, tools or methods in order to identify the classes of objects the author is describing. For example, in reviewing a description of a formal specification notation, one might notice that the notation represents objects such as functions, relations, sets, variables, operations on sets and operations on functions. These classes of objects are the kinds of information that a user of that notation needs to deal with, and the kinds of information that might become part of an information interface specification between, say, a specifications editor and a specifications analyzer.

Because of the need to cover a wide area in a relatively brief time, the search for information about information interfaces has been limited to sources that were easily available. Undoubtedly, the reader will find one or more of his favorite tools or references missing from this list. Suggestions will be appreciated since the work of defining the information interfaces of the JSSEE is still to come.

The literature search consisted of reviews of a limited set of recent journals plus an on-line search of several technical databases using numerous keyword combinations. The on-line search yielded over 300 interesting sounding titles, so abstracts for these were also reviewed. This still netted over 100 documents of
interest, far too many to actually read in the available time. Consequently, many of the citations listed here cannot be interpreted as recommended reading, only likely places to look for useful information. Over 50 documents were actually read or scanned. These gave us many insights into what information interfaces exist in various systems, as well as insights into how to look for information interfaces. The citations taken from abstracts, therefore, reflect our best judgement regarding where promising sources can be found.

What we learned about looking for information interfaces is that the easiest places to find them in the literature are in descriptions of methods and languages. In most cases descriptions of methods are concerned with identifying the objects that someone carrying out the method will need to assemble and produce. Similarly, language descriptions identify classes of objects within the language (statements, expressions, etc.), as well as objects manipulated by the language (files, variables, etc.).

Most of the subject headings we have chosen for this report are not sufficiently well standardized in their usage to be clearly bounded. Therefore, the reader will find numerous cross references within the text below. It is hoped that these will both prompt the reader to look in adjoining subjects for relevant information, and remind him that significant overlap can be found along the boundaries between phases, particularly because of the multiple viewpoints that apply to such situations; the output from one activity is the input to the next.

1.3 Report Organization

Most of the remainder of this report is divided into sections reflecting phases (sections 2-6), management and support activities (sections 7-12), technologies (sections 13-17), and application areas (section 18). In general, each of these sections begins with a brief overview and concludes with a list of references related to the topic of that section. Some of the sections also contain a more detailed review of one or more tools or environments relevant to that topic. These more detailed reviews are primarily intended to provide examples of notable information interfaces and/or information interface technology pertaining to the topic of the section. Conclusions and recommendations complete the report.

1.4 General References

The references in this section cover more general subjects than each of the remaining sections of this report. The following document describes the intent of the JSSEE from a user's perspective.

The following references relate to the structure of a software engineering environment database. They give some perspective on relationships that might not be found elsewhere.


The following reference discusses information interfaces from a market perspective.


Probably the most common form of information interface technology (that is, technology used specifically for defining information interface specifications) are data dictionary/directory systems. Most data dictionary references are product specific vendor literature; other discussions of the use of data dictionaries can be found in some of the database management texts. The following are additional references.


In addition to the specific tools and environments discussed in the sections below, there are, of course, a very large number of other tools and environments, many of which may become part of the JSSEE. There are far too many to cite individually (for example, the IITRI listing contains the names of several hundred tools) so we give here a few references to collections of citations for tools and environments literature. It should be kept in mind that published articles about tools are not usually detailed enough to provide a very complete list of the information interfaces related to such tools and environments. The best
sources are the user manuals and system documentation about the tools and environments. The published literature simply provides pointers to who is building what and can provide some understanding of such issues as completion and comprehensiveness of the tool and environment development.


Current publication containing frequent references to tools and environments are:

ACM SIGSoft Software Engineering Notes (see especially the Abstracts)

IEEE Computer Society Computer

IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering

The Proceedings of the periodic International Conference on Software Engineering


There are five environments which have been or are currently being developed within the DoD. These will have special significance for the JSSEE since they are expected to become important environments within the DoD contracting community, and are intended to be on the migration path to the JSSEE. References are:

2.0 Requirements and Specifications

2.1 Two views of requirements

The software industry uses two somewhat different definitions of the terms "requirements" and "requirements analysis". Most of the embedded systems community treats software requirements as a refinement of systems requirements. In this context, by the time the software analyst gets involved, many of the software requirements have already been specified. In fact, the job of the
analyst is to insure that the stated requirements are complete and consistent. In contrast, the information systems community typically views the software requirements as initially unknown, and it is the job of the analyst, working with the customer or user to "discover" the requirements. The significance of this difference in views is that different researchers have taken different approaches in providing languages, tools or methods for performing the requirements activities of software development. The reader should keep these two views in mind when reading the literature on requirements specification and analysis.

2.2 Tools Review

2.2.1 SREM

The Software Requirements Engineering Methodology (SREM) is one component of the Distributed Computing Design System (DCDS) developed by TRW for the US Army Ballistic Missile Defense Advanced Technology Center. SREM and DCDS are efforts to produce a unified methodology and environment supporting all stages of the software development process. Since one of the stated objectives of DCDS is to employ a uniform underlying model in the tools supporting each stage of development, the tools and information interfaces associated with the various individual components of DCDS are all quite similar. Since SREM is the oldest, most mature and most representative of the DCDS tools, as well as one of the few requirements tools in existence, we have chosen to consider only SREM in this compendium. In particular, we do not mention the DCDS tools supporting design or testing activities in the appropriate sections, since they do not differ enough from SREM or from the other tools already considered in those sections to make their addition there essential.

The external information interface provided by SREM is RSL, the Requirements Statement Language. RSL permits a user to describe the components needed in a software system and the interrelationships among those components. In essence, RSL offers a relational database into which users may enter information about the properties that a software system is intended to have. An interesting and valuable feature of RSL is the fact that it is extensible. Arbitrary new categories of components and interrelationships among components may be added to RSL by a user. SREM also provides consistency checking tools to help RSL users in assessing the quality of the RSL requirements documents that they generate.

The internal information interface provided by SREM is an element-attribute-relation structure encoding the information from RSL descriptions. This internal information interface is uniformly used throughout DCDS and is processed by all DCDS tools. In fact, the same tools are used in various stages of development by DCDS, with table-driven interpretation to enforce the appropriate semantics depending upon which stage of development is currently being supported. Thus the tables that control the
interpretation by DCDS tools are also an internal information interface.

A reference on SREM is:


2.3 Literature

It should be kept in mind that there is no agreement on the placement of the line between requirements and design. The reader may find that some of the work cited in Section 3 below falls within his perspective of requirements, or conversely, that some of the material in this section belongs in Section 3.

Additionally, much of the future paradigms work (Section 16) is based on the notion that a formal approach to requirements specification will eventually lead to an automated way of producing the production system. Consequently, considerable research in requirements can be found in the future paradigms section.

The requirements analysis activities normally end with the production of a requirements analysis document. Other root information fragments frequently associated with this phase, either as inputs or outputs, include a concept definition document, feasibility study, system specification and acceptance test plan. Non-root information fragments usually found in the requirements analysis activity include functions, performance specifications (meaning response times, data capacities, etc.) and acceptance criteria. The documents listed below generally fall into this pattern, but they present alternative approaches to documenting each of these information fragments. The ones that present formal approaches to specifications typically add the objects commonly found in some branch of mathematics, such as sets, elements and functions. Documents that describe specific automated systems for capturing requirements typically add some structuring relationships and a set of attributes to the list of non-root fragments.


Miyamoto, I.; Yeh, R. T., "A Software Requirements Analysis and Definition Methodology for Business Data Processing", Univ. of Maryland, College Park, MD, AFIPS Conference Proceedings, V. 50, 1981 National Computer Conference 571-81, 4-7 May 1981, Chicago, IL


3.0 Preliminary and Detailed Design

Even though DOD-STD-SDS lists preliminary design and detailed design as separate phases in the life-cycle, we have grouped them here because most of the research in software design does not distinguish between them.

3.1 Tools Review

3.1.1 Arcturus

The Arcturus system [Standish, 1983], [Standish and Taylor, 1984], developed at the University of California at Irvine, provides a variety of interesting information interfaces. Arcturus was an experiment in supporting highly interactive creation and debugging of Ada programs. Its style and user interface were modelled on the InterLisp environment. Among its information interfaces is an interactive Ada program design language (PDL), which will be described here. Other Arcturus information interfaces are considered in section 4.1.1.

The Arcturus PDL provides designers of Ada programs with an information interface suitable for detailed design. The PDL consists of a subset of the Ada language (see 4.1.1 for details on the composition of that subset), expressed in standard Ada syntax, augmented by a mechanism for including pseudo-code descriptions of data objects and operations in a design. Specifically, the Arcturus PDL permits an arbitrary string of characters enclosed by "(" and ")" to appear anywhere that a name, type, declaration, expression or statement could appear in a normal Ada program. Thus a designer is free to express more abstract descriptions of parts of an eventual Ada program than would be possible using the Ada language alone. For example, a designer might write

```
AvgReading := (average of last ten samples):
```

or

```
{determine next anticipated position}:
```

as part of an Arcturus PDL design.

The Arcturus PDL represents a typical program design language, similar in spirit to PDLs dating back to Caine and Gordon [Caine and Gordon, 1975]. It is singled out for treatment here partially due to its applicability to Ada and partially due to its relationship to other information interfaces and tools in
the Arcturus environment. In particular, the Arcturus PDL can be refined stepwise into executable Ada by expanding the user-definable roots represented by the strings enclosed by "{" and "}". The Arcturus syntax analyzer, pretty printer and template-driven editor can also all be applied to PDL descriptions. Finally, Arcturus PDL can be transformed into the same internal representation, itself an information interface, as can Ada programs written in the Arcturus subset of Ada. Both that subset and the internal representation are described in section 4.1.1.

References related to Arcturus are:


3.1.2 PIC/Ada

The PIC/Ada language and toolset are one manifestation of the Precise Interface Control (PIC) project at the University of Massachusetts. PIC/Ada is a set of language features compatible with Ada, or Ada-like PDLs, intended to support the programming-in-the-large activities that are associated with preliminary design. Additional external information interfaces pertinent to PIC/Ada include module stubs, module interconnection descriptions and interface consistency reports. Module stubs represent the views of a given module that are appropriate for the purposes of one or more other modules. Module interconnection descriptions contain information about the access that a given module requests to other modules and the access to its own contents that the module is willing to grant to other modules. Interface consistency reports are the result of analyses of a preliminary design that can be performed by PIC tools. The internal information interfaces associated with PIC/Ada are internal representations similar to those employed by Arcturus (see section 4.1.1). These internal representations are themselves implemented as abstract data objects using a special purpose set of tools developed for constructing such representations. Thus the PIC/Ada toolset illustrates both information interfaces relevant to preliminary design and information interface technology.

A reference for PIC/Ada is:

3.2 Literature

The usual root information fragments found in the design activity of software development include the requirements specification as an input, and as outputs a series of design documents including one or more of a functional specification, architectural design, preliminary design, high-level design, interface design, database design, system design, subsystem designs, program designs and module designs. Some of these words turn out to be synonymous when used by certain people but not when used by others. Where a distinction is made between preliminary design and detailed design, the most common dividing line is that only the lowest level (usually called module or program design) is called detailed, with all others called preliminary (or some other term).

The non-root information fragments of design are less universal and depend upon the specific method and notation being used. Perhaps the most common fragments are some notion of component (component, unit, module, program) and a (usually hierarchical) structuring relationship among components. Others are inputs and outputs (to some level of detail), functions (either inherited from the requirements or derived from the functions of the requirements analysis) and data definitions used in interfaces and databases.

The following documents describe information interfaces related to the major design methods.


The following documents describe information interfaces related to lesser known design methods, although not necessarily less important to the design of the JSSEE.


The following documents are also related to traditional design approaches, but relate specifically to preliminary design.


In addition to the root fragments found commonly, others that are less common are the outputs of various design analyses. These include traceability of requirements, completeness reports, consistency checks and design review reports. The following documents describe information interfaces of this type.


One area of considerable disagreement related to the information interfaces of design is the temporal relationships among the design products. Two areas where this is particularly true are decomposition versus composition and the control-first versus data-first approaches. The following documents describe design information interfaces that relate to design approaches that are less common, but still not considered futuristic.


The following documents discuss formal approaches to design specifications or special design languages, but do that within the usual context of design.


Sufrin, Bernard, Formal Specification of a Display Editor.
An important part of preliminary design is database design.
References related to database design can be found in Section 18.1 below.

When detailed design is a separate phase, the product of that activity is usually the design of the algorithm of a single component. The form of that design depends upon the notation used, such as flowcharts or pseudocode. In either case, however, the non-root fragments are almost always those of programming control structures, such as selection, iteration and procedure call. Hence, the information fragments of detailed design are largely independent of notation, except that some notations allow more control structures than others (cf. Nassi-Shneiderman diagrams versus flowcharts). The following documents describe information interfaces that are normally associated with detailed design.


Lucas, Peter; Thatcher, James W.; Zilles, Stephen N., A Look at Algebraic Specifications, IBM Research, n.d.


One of the goals of the STARS project is to promote reusability. This subject pertains to both design and code, and much of the current research in this area does not distinguish between them. Reusability is also considered by some to be a subset of rapid prototyping, which we have listed under future paradigms below. The reader should, therefore, look at the literature on rapid prototyping to find out more about reusability. There is also much research into Ada-specific reuse of packages; the reader is encouraged to look in this area as well.


Bowen, Thomas P.; Post, Jonathan V.; Presson, P. Edward; Schmidt, Robert; Tsai, Juitien, Software Interoperability and Reusability, V. 1-Final Report, Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, NY, July 1983.

Bowen, Thomas P.; Post, Jonathan V.; Presson, P. Edward; Schmidt, Robert; Tsai, Juitien, Software Interoperability and Reusability, V. 2 - Guidebook for Software Quality Measurement, Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, NY, July 1983.


The following document does not fit easily into one of the previous groupings of design information interfaces. It is interesting, however, because it identifies some information fragments that, if generated during design, would greatly simplify the process of database conversions whenever that becomes necessary.


4.0 Code, Unit Test and Debug

4.1 Tools Review

4.1.1 Arcturus

The Arcturus system [Standish, 1983], [Standish and Taylor, 1984], developed at the University of California at Irvine, provides a variety of interesting information interfaces.
Arcturus was an experiment in supporting highly interactive creation and debugging of Ada programs. Its style and user interface were modelled on the InterLisp environment. Among its information interfaces is an interactive Ada program design language (PDL), which is described in section 3.1.1. Here we describe those information interfaces of Arcturus pertinent to coding (interactive Ada and the Arcturus internal representation) and debugging (interactive Ada and performance measurement output).

Interactive Ada is in fact a subset of Ada, supported by tools to permit interactive execution at a statement-by-statement level. The subset is essentially the Pascal-superset part of Ada -- the basic sequential control constructs and statements, plus packages. It omits tasking, defers type-checking to run-time and does not permit overloading. Interactive Ada can be processed by the Arcturus syntax-checker, pretty printer and template-driven editor. It is primarily interesting, however, because of the Arcturus tools that permit individual expressions or statements in interactive Ada to be interpreted as soon as they are entered by a user. This feature provides users with immediate feedback on a program as it is being developed. It also permits the interactive Ada language itself to serve as a useful debugging tool. To query the current value of any variable in an interactive Ada program, for example, the user merely types that variable's name. The interactive Ada interpreter evaluates the expression consisting of that name and prints the result, which is just the variable's current value. Thus interactive Ada is representative not only of the standard information interface which is a programming language, but also of an information interface facilitating program debugging.

Another Arcturus information interface relevant to coding, although it is also relevant to design, is the Arcturus internal representation. Unlike the other Arcturus information interfaces considered here and in section 3.1.1, all of which are external interfaces, this one is an internal interface. The internal representation is constructed from an Arcturus PDL or interactive Ada program and used as a basis for interpretation. It can also be translated into a form suitable for compilation by an Arcturus tool known as the "export laundry", while compiled forms of Ada programs can be translated into the internal representation by a complementary "import laundry" tool. Of course, the compiled version of an (interactive or otherwise) Ada program is itself an information interface. The Arcturus internal representation consists of nested records, linked into a tree data structure and annotated with symbol tables. In essence, the tree of nested records is an abstract syntax tree which constitutes a condensed representation of a program's semantics. This representation provides a convenient information interface for tools such as the interpreter or various proposed analysis tools that must operate on the semantic aspects of the program.

A final class of information interfaces found in Arcturus is
performance measurement output. This external information interface is particularly useful during debugging. In Arcturus, performance measurement output can be provided in the form of histograms indicating what percentage of execution time is spent in various parts of a program. Alternatively, a color-coded version of the program can be presented, with "hotter" colors (toward red) indicating those parts of the program whose execution consumes the most time while "cooler" colors (toward blue) indicate those parts consuming the least time. In either manifestation, this feature of Arcturus represents another interesting, and relatively unusual, type of information interface.

References for Arcturus are:


4.1.2 Toolpack

The Toolpack environment [Osterweil, 1983], created by a consortium of university, government and industrial research laboratories, is an experimental environment created to support the development of numerical analysis software in Fortran. It contains several representative information interfaces, primarily related to coding, testing and debugging. Perhaps of greater interest is Toolpack's information interface technology, which is contained in the Odin subsystem. Here we describe the Toolpack information interfaces, while Odin's information interface technology is discussed in section 4.1.3.

One class of information interfaces found in Toolpack are those related to the coding, compilation and execution of programs. The main external information interfaces are program units and program unit groups (PUGs). The program unit is simply a Fortran program unit, while a PUG is a named collection of program units. Various versions of program units and PUGs may exist among the information interfaces of a Toolpack system, including Ratfor versions, various dialects of the Fortran code, and versions conforming to various text formats. Internal information interfaces in this class include token streams, parse trees, symbol tables and object modules. Various versions of parse trees resulting from program transformations (such as to change dialects of Fortran) might be among these internal information interfaces.

Another class of information interfaces found in Toolpack are those related to analysis, testing and debugging. The external information interfaces in this class are test data collections.
(TDCs) and error reports. TDCs consist of test data sets and optional output specifications. Error reports list semantic errors discovered through static analysis, data flow analysis, or portability checking. Internal information interfaces in this class include annotated flow graphs and versions of programs instrumented to support debugging.

A third class of information interfaces found in Toolpack are those related to invocation of Toolpack tools. These external information interfaces include options packets, which provide customizing directives to tools for specific applications, and procedures, which are predefined sequences of Toolpack commands. Although our interests in this report do not extend to the invocation interfaces of environments, we mention these invocation-related information interfaces here in the interest of completeness.

It should be noted that, although information interfaces can be thought of as the contents of a project database, Toolpack explicitly separates this conceptual viewpoint from the actual implementation of its information interfaces. The result is that only a small number out of the many information interfaces listed above may actually be physically present in a Toolpack database at any given time, but that from the user's point of view they may all be considered to be present there. This situation arises from the approach to defining information interfaces employed in Toolpack, which is discussed in the section on Odin, 4.1.3 below.

A reference for Toolpack is:


4.1.3 Odin

The Odin system [Clemm, 1984] is intended to serve as the basis for an extensible program development environment. Odin itself is an outgrowth of the Toolpack project and an extension of the Integrated System of Tools (IST) subsystem found in Toolpack [Osterweil, 1983]. For our purposes the main capability provided by Odin is for users to define information interfaces and their relationships to other information interfaces and to tools in a software development environment.

Odin's approach is to treat all information interfaces as files or sets of files and to provide mechanisms allowing users to define file types and operations specified in terms of those file types. The various file types may be thought of as distinct views of some part of a software system. For example, test.f:fmt and test.f:obj might be two file types corresponding to two different views of the Fortran program stored in the file "test" (the extension .f denotes a Fortran base (primitive) object type in Odin), the former a formatted view of the source and the latter an
object code view. As this example indicates, Odin supports the definition of both external and internal information interfaces.

Two languages are provided by Odin. One is a command language, which permits a user to request the creation of a view. Essentially, this language lets a user name a view (file type or version of an information interface) that is desired (e.g., test.f:obj) and optionally indicate where a copy of that view should be stored (e.g., test.f:obj~test2.f:obj). The other Odin language is a specification language in which users can define new views (file types or information interfaces) and indicate how those views are to be created. Odin transforms this information into a derivation graph, which indicates what tools can be used to create a file (information interface) of one type from a file of some other type. This graph then encodes the relationships among information interfaces and tools, and provides a kind of representation of all the possible information interfaces in a given environment as well as the kinds of operations that can be performed on them. Using this representation, Odin can decide which types of views (information interfaces) should be physically stored in its database and which can be generated on demand, through the application of one or a sequence of tools. Information interfaces in the latter group may then be physically stored or not, depending on other considerations such as file system capacity, but are still conceptually present from the user's viewpoint.

A reference for Odin is:


4.1.4 Diana and IDL

Diana, a Descriptive Intermediate Attributed Notation for Ada, was developed by researchers from Carnegie-Mellon University, the University of Karlsruhe and Tartan Laboratories. It is based on two earlier proposals for intermediate forms for Ada -- TCOL (or more precisely, the Ada version of TCOL) developed by the PQCC project at Carnegie-Mellon, and AIDA, developed at the University of Karlsruhe.

Diana is intended as an intermediate representation for Ada programs. As such, it represents a natural information interface between the front end and back end of a compiler. It is also intended, however, to be useful as an information interface between other tools in an Ada software development environment. Diana is designed to encode the information about an Ada program that can be derived from lexical, syntactic and static semantic analyses, but not to contain information resulting from dynamic semantic analysis, optimization or code generation.
Diana is most properly viewed as an abstract data type, defining a class of information interfaces. Any instance of that abstract data type, i.e., any specific information interface, is a Diana representation of a specific Ada program. Diana itself defines a set of operations providing the only means for accessing or modifying an instance of the abstract data type. Although the Diana reference manual offers example implementations for the abstract data type, these only constitute constructive proofs that Diana can be implemented and do not serve to define what Diana actually is.

The concept of an attributed tree serves as a conceptual model for Diana. That is, a Diana representation of an Ada program may be thought of (though it need not be implemented as) a tree of nodes, each of which may have a set of attributes associated with it. Therefore, the definition of Diana is given in terms of a set of classes of nodes and the attributes associated with each class. Conceptually, at least, all information about an Ada program's syntax and static semantics is captured in this attributed tree. Hence, unlike the Arcturus internal form, Diana does not include a conceptually distinct symbol table, but rather incorporates all the information traditionally contained in a symbol table in the attributed tree. An implementation of this conceptual attributed tree may, of course, actually employ symbol tables if the implementors so choose.

The Interface Description Language, IDL, was developed at Carnegie-Mellon and employed by the developers of Diana. IDL provides a notation in which abstract descriptions of a class of data objects, especially information interfaces, can be formulated.

IDL is especially well-suited for describing information interfaces since it treats all data objects as (possibly degenerate) attributed trees. The main descriptive capabilities of IDL are aimed at defining the various classes of nodes and their associated attributes comprising such a structure. In fact, the Diana reference manual uses IDL to present the definition of Diana.

A primary motivation for IDL was the need to facilitate interchange of information among tools in a software development environment that might want or need to use different internal representations for the same information. Therefore, IDL concentrates on supporting abstract descriptions of information interfaces rather than description of the implementation details related to those interfaces. IDL does, however, permit specification of some implementation details through a 'representation specification' feature similar to Ada's.

Associated with IDL is a processor for translating IDL definitions of information interfaces into implementations that can be used by the tools in a software development environment.
This processor assumes a somewhat restrictive structure for tools and their interactions, but given that structure it is sufficient to automate the process of going from an IDL description to the data structure definitions and code necessary to implement the interface defined by that description.

References for Diana and IDL are:


4.1.5 EDL High-Level Debugging Toolset

The Event Definition Language (EDL) is part of an approach to high-level debugging developed at the University of Massachusetts. This approach, called Behavioral Abstraction, is an alternative to traditional debugging techniques, which are based on a detail-intensive, unit-at-a-time perspective. In the Behavioral Abstraction approach a system's activity is viewed as consisting of a stream of significant, distinguishable behaviors, termed 'events'. Selective clustering of sequences of events into higher level events produces increasingly abstract views of the system. This approach permits a user to deal with only the level of detail that is appropriate for the current debugging problem, rather than being perpetually mired in low level details of system activity.

The Event Definition Language has been created to facilitate the description of behavioral patterns that a system might exhibit. Users of EDL use primitive and previously defined events, together with a set of event sequencing operators and a means for filtering events based on their characteristics, to describe behavioral patterns of interest in the system. Thus software developers can use EDL to flexibly define viewpoints that highlight those aspects of system behavior that are relevant to specific questions currently under investigation.

A prototype set of debugging tools supporting the Behavioral Abstraction framework and the Event Definition Language implements some of the fundamental capabilities required for high-level debugging. Specifically, it permits users to monitor behavior of a system from any arbitrary high-level perspective that they may wish to define.
The EDL definitions of viewpoints for use in debugging a system represent another kind of information interface. These definitions are both internal and external, since they are created and used by the developers who wish to debug the system and they are also used internally by the tools composing the Behavioral Abstraction debugging toolset.

References for EDL are:


4.2 Literature

The code, unit test and debug activity uses information interfaces related to each of coding, testing and debugging. The subject of testing is dealt with in Sections 5 and 9, as well as here.

The obvious root information fragment of coding is the source code of the unit being coded. Others include the results of various static and dynamic analyses that may be performed, as well as the outputs of the compilers, interpreters, linkers and loaders that provide the transition between coding and testing. The non-root fragments of coding depend somewhat on the syntax and semantics of the programming language being used, particularly where special purpose languages are used, and on the nature of the language translation systems used (compiler, linker and loader, or whatever). The following documents describe information interfaces related to coding.


Kojima, K.; Nakajima, R; Yuasa, T., "The Iota Programming
The root information fragments of unit testing include special purpose code (stubs and drivers), and test plans, specifications, procedures, data and results. Stubs and drivers are simply instances of more code. The non-root fragments of plans, specifications and procedures are usually defined by standards, if any, covering these topics. Test data generation and the kinds of results which should come from testing are the subjects of several of the references below. The following documents describe information interfaces related to unit testing.


Debugging, in the sense implied by coupling it with coding and unit testing, is usually an informal activity in which the programmer interacts with the program to diagnose and correct the defects detected during unit testing. The fragments of debugging depend highly on the debugging tools available and being used. Most interactive debuggers, whether source language or machine language oriented, include such concepts as breakpoints, instructions or statements, variables, values and locations of code and data. Debuggers also depend on symbol tables and load maps. Batch debugging environments include dumps, traces and snapshots. In more formally controlled situations there may be defect analysis reports and corrective action reports that are generated.

The following documents describe information interfaces related to debugging.


5.0 Integration and System and Acceptance Test

See also validation and verification.


Armament Research and Development Center, Dover, NJ, July 1984.


6.0 Deployment, Maintenance and Support

6.1 Tools Review

6.1.1 GTE Change Tracking System

The GTE Change Tracking System (CTS) [Vanderlei, 1983] provides a typical example of tools used in maintenance and support. This tool implements a system for managing problem-handling, from initial report to final disposition.

The CTS introduces a set of related information interfaces into the GTE software development environment. One of these is the CTS problem report and tracking form, which is originated when a problem is reported and then is updated at each step in resolving that problem. Another information interface related to CTS is a statistical summary of CTS activities, i.e., number of reported problems, current status of those problems, etc.

A reference for CTS is:

6.2 Literature

See also configuration management.


Upchurch, Robert B. LT, Improvements to Software Maintenance Methods in Real Time Embedded Aviation Flight Systems, Naval
7.0 Project Management

7.1 Tools Review

7.1.1 Enhanced Project Evaluation Schedule Tool

The Enhanced Project Evaluation Schedule Tool (EPEST) [Rice, 1983] is a typical example of a project management tool. This tool offers cost estimation, task scheduling and progress monitoring support. The information interfaces required for EPEST include cost estimation charts, weekly group progress reports, milestone charts, and activity schedules.

A reference for EPEST is:

7.2 Literature

The information interfaces of project management are related to planning and controlling software projects. At the root level, the fragments include project plans, status reports, and budgets. At the non-root level, these include a variety of alternative ways of recording each of the root fragments. For example, project plans can include PERT diagrams, which, in turn, are made up of activities, durations and dependency relations. In general, project managers deal with tasks, resources and relationships among them.


Evans, Michael W.; Piazza, Pamela; Dolkas, James B., Principles of Productive Software Management, Wiley and Sons, 1983.


Patrick, Robert L.; Ware, Willis H., Perspectives on
8.0 Configuration Management and Version Control

8.1 Tools Review

8.1.1. GTD-5 EAX Software Management Support System

The GTD-5 EAX Software Management Support System (SMSS) [Chauza and Fortune, 1981] is a typical facility for configuration management. It consists of two major components, the UNIX/PWB Source Code Control System (SCCS) and a Load Generation System (LGS). These tools require the introduction of several additional information interfaces into the GTD-5 software development environment.

One class of information interfaces needed by SMSS controls and records access to other information interfaces in the environment. Access control records are internal information interfaces that describe the access privileges that various users of the environment have with respect to various other information interfaces (such as source code for specific system modules). A transaction log is another internal information interface in SMSS, used to record all uses and/or modifications of other information interfaces (such as source code modules).

Another class of information interfaces needed by SMSS represents changes made to other information interfaces. For example, when the source code for some module is modified, SMSS stores a record of the modifications (called a delta) that were made along with the original version of the source code module. Keeping this historical trace rather than updated versions of the module permits SMSS to reproduce any version of the module that might be requested without the necessity of storing multiple complete copies of that module.

The LGS mainly depends upon previously mentioned information interfaces, such as source code modules and deltas. It produces various other information interfaces, including listings and error reports, object modules, and load modules.

A reference for SMSS is:

8.2 Literature

The root information fragments of configuration management include documents and programs (modules, subsystems, systems), each associated with baselines, revisions and versions. Configuration management also deals with problem reports, change authorizations and correction reports.

The non-root information fragments of configuration management are the components of each of these. Documents may be made up of words, lines, paragraphs or chapters, depending upon the nature of the system used to support changes to them. Programs are frequently changed by updating lines. Change control documents are usually made up of fields of information.

There are a number of companies that have developed automated systems for configuration management, but most of these systems are considered proprietary. Consequently, there is no published literature available about them.


9.0 Verification and Validation

Verification and validation relate to assuring that a product conforms to requirements and user needs. When the product is a textual document, this assurance is usually in the form of a review by people who are in a position to judge the conformance of the product. The root information fragment resulting from such a review is typically a review report. The non-root fragments related to reviews are review issues (problems) and associated attributes, along with other information about the review process. When the product being verified or validated is executable, the information interfaces involved are those of testing, described above. See also quality assurance.


Casey, D.; Erickson, R. W., "Practical Tools for Software


10.0 Quality Assurance

The term 'quality assurance' is used to mean different things by different people. To some, quality assurance is synonymous with validation and verification. To others, it encompasses both validation and verification and configuration management. To others, quality assurance is part of configuration management. To others, quality assurance is the process of assuring that all activities are carried out according to prescribed standards.

The information interfaces of quality assurance are, therefore, the interfaces of configuration management, validation and verification (which, in turn, are the information interfaces of reviewing and testing), and process measurement and evaluation. The reader should see all of these areas. The documents listed here are those that view the topic from the notion that quality assurance is a superset of configuration management and validation and verification.


11.0 Systems (Environment) Management

Our interest in systems, or operations, management is related to the operation of the JSSEE itself. In particular, with respect to this study we are interested in those information interfaces created by the need to manage the use of a JSSEE in an operational setting. Typical needs include system performance evaluation and usage accounting. The following references pertain to performance evaluation.


Literature sources related to other areas of operations management needs and information interfaces were not readily available during the limited time frame of this study. Consequently, this paragraph is intended to serve as a reminder that this subject needs further examination to identify what ways a SEE should provide data to support system management. The following is one possible example.


12.0 Training

The Operational Concept Definition for the JSSEE identifies several ways the JSSEE will support training activities, including:

* Software development and maintenance (adapting the MCCR and its documentation, building special training systems, etc.)
Preparing instructional materials (computer-assisted and other)

Managing the instructional process (scheduling classes, tracking performance, etc.)

Scenario development and data reduction

For the purposes of this report, we view the software development and maintenance needs of training as extensions of the development and maintenance needs of MCCR software. The other areas of training support create special needs because they are applications which run on the JSSEE itself. The information interfaces created by CAI systems, classroom management systems and scenario and data handling systems are legitimate concerns for the JSSEE developers. We have not had sufficient time to explore these areas in much depth. The following references can serve as a start.


13.0 Office Automation and Word Processing

Software engineering environments are considered special purpose office automation systems, where text handling (including mixed text and graphics), documentation and office management are important concerns. Consequently, the office automation community has much to say that is of interest to the designers of the JSSEE.

Ahlsen, Matts; Bjornerstedt, Anders; Britts, Stefan; Hulten, Christen; Soderlund, Lars; "An Architecture for Object Management in OIS", ACM Trans. on Office Information Systems, V. 2, No. 3, July 1984, pp. 173-196.


Lynback, Peter; McLeod, Dennis; "Object Management in Distributed Information Systems", ACM Trans. on Office Information Systems, V. 2, No. 2, April 1984, pp. 96-122.

14.0 Networking and Distributed Processing

A software engineering environment may be a distributed system. In such a case, the fields of networking and distributed processing may be fruitful areas to search for information interfaces that need to be considered in the design of the JSSEE. These fields are also likely application areas for systems built using the JSSEE, and therefore, should be examined at least from that perspective. Both viewpoints are represented in this section; there is no separate description of these areas under Applications.


15.0 Graphics

Our interest in graphics here is related to the need for the JSSEE to support graphic representations of program and data
structures.


16.0 Future Paradigms

The list of subjects that can be thought of as future paradigms that might become a part of the JSSEE someday is open ended. In fact, the JSSEE is defined as a mid-range system not necessarily encompassing any of the topics covered in the references below, but needing to accommodate the evolution into whatever directions turn out to be particularly useful at a later date. As such, the JSSEE does not have to accommodate any information interfaces related to these future paradigms now. It just has to be able to expand later. The references listed here can provide insight into some of the directions this might take.

16.1 Artificial Intelligence and Logic Programming


Billion, J.P., Comparison of Languages for Artificial Intelligence, Productivity and Data Profession: Two


16.2 Application Generators


16.3 Functional Programming


16.4 Relational Programming


16.5 Rapid Prototyping

Rapid prototyping literature can also be found under the headings related to the specific approaches used to build prototypes. Prototyping through reuse of existing code is covered in Section 3.2 above related to design. Rapid prototyping through the use of application generators is covered in Section 16.3 above. The "Special Issue on Rapid Prototyping", below, contains 30 working papers on the subject from a variety of approaches.


16.6 Data Flow Computing


17.0 Languages and Syntax-Directed Processing

The subject of languages and language processing suggest a number of information interfaces that are relevant to the JSSEE. Most of these information interfaces are internal, not usually seen directly by the environment user, although in syntax-directed editors they are frequently represented by the entities that the user manipulates.

The following document discusses the impact of language technology on software engineering.


The following documents discuss information interfaces related to syntax-directed editing.


Medina-Mora, Raul, Syntax-Directed Editing: Towards
Hardware description languages may be included in the JSSEE as part of the need to support the systems engineering activity. In any case, they represent a class of languages that have some interesting capabilities, particularly in the area of graphics, that may be of interest to the JSSEE. The following references reflect some recent developments in this field.


18.0 Applications

It seems that there has been at least one methodology or language developed for just about every class of applications for which computers are used. Each of these presents a specific list of information interfaces appropriate to an environment being used for all applications viewed as mission critical, which encompasses a very broad range of applications. It is appropriate, therefore, to consider the implications of these applications in discussing the information interface requirements of JSSEE. In this section we provide a small sampling of literature which is of an application specific nature, more as a prod to the imagination than as a thorough covering of the subject.

The application specific area consists of topics with computer science names, such as distributed database management systems, and end user applications, such as avionics.
18.1 Database Management Systems

This subject is being covered in greater detail in a separate study.


Knoll, Matthew; Hargrave, W. Terry; Salazar, Sandra, "Data Model Processing", Proceedings of the National Computer Conference, Houston, TX, June 7-10, 1982, pp. 571-578.


Wah, Benjamin W., "International Conference on Data Engineering, 1984", IEEE Service Center (Cat. No. 84CH2031-3).

18.2 Avionics


18.3 Decision Support Systems


18.4 Real-Time Systems


18.5 Human Engineering

Not strictly an application, human engineering is an aspect of all applications. This topic is being discussed in greater depth in a separate study. Of the following references, the first three provide good overviews of the area; the last three concern tools and languages.


The following reference discusses the human interface in a number of recent microcomputer products.

18.6 Security

This subject is being covered in greater depth in a separate study. We list it here as a reminder that security is a concern of most mission-critical software. The following references may serve as a starting point for further study.


19.0 Relationships

The following report is the only one we found that explicitly discusses the relationships between information interfaces. In particular, it contains a discussion of producer-consumer relationships. Some relationships are identified in almost every reference in this report. Typically these are structural relationships (such as component-subcomponent) or temporal (producer-consumer). Most methodologies, of course, describe both time sequences and structures of work products, but they usually just present these relationships in a prescriptive way, without analyzing them. Nevertheless, for the purposes of this study, relationships among information fragments can be found almost everywhere that the information interfaces, themselves, can be found.


Environment builders are becoming increasingly concerned with
the definition of a project database as one of the primary focuses of the environment. Appendix 1 is taken from such an effort.

There are innumerable relationships specific to individual tools and information fragments. We can suggest the following to provide a flavor of what a researcher should be looking for:

- The "with" and "uses" relationships in Ada
- Data flow and scope relationships related to programs
- Symbol cross references, including document indexes
- Actual-expected relationship in test results

20.0 Conclusions

The main purpose of this report is to survey existing information interfaces and information interface technology, providing references to literature on these topics and offering representative examples of both information interfaces and information interface technology. In this section we summarize that survey by listing what we have described in the report. The following lists assemble the information interfaces and the interface technology that we have described in the tools review sections of this report.

Information Interfaces:

- RSL, the DCDS (SREM) Requirements Statement Language [section 2.1.1]
- SREM's element-attribute-relation structure [section 2.1.1]
- DCDS tool-interpretation tables [section 2.1.1]
- Arcturus interactive Ada program design language (PDL) [section 3.1.1]
- Arcturus interactive Ada [section 4.1.1]
- Arcturus internal representation [section 4.1.1]
- compiled version of an (interactive or otherwise) Ada program [section 4.1.1]
- Arcturus performance measurement output [section 4.1.1]
- Toolpack program units and program unit groups (PUGs) [section 4.1.2]
- token streams, parse trees, symbol tables and object modules [section 4.1.2]
- Toolpack test data collections (TDCs) and error reports [section 4.1.2]
- annotated flow graphs and versions of programs instrumented to support debugging [section 4.1.2]
- Toolpack options packets and procedures [section 4.1.2]
- Diana attributed trees [section 4.1.4]
- EDL debugging viewpoint definitions [section 4.1.5]
- CTS problem report and tracking form [section 6.1.1]
- statistical summary of CTS activities [section 6.1.1]
- EPEST cost estimation charts, weekly group progress reports, milestone charts, and activity schedules [section 7.1.1]
- SMSS access control records [section 8.1.1]
- SMSS transactions log [section 8.1.1]
- SMSS source code modification records (deltas) [section 8.1.1]
- listings, error reports and load modules [section 8.1.1]

Information Interface Technology:
- Odin [section 4.1.3]
- Interface Definition Language [section 4.1.4]
- PIC internal representation definition tools [section 3.1.2]
- Standard language definition methods (e.g., BNF) [found in various tool specifications, e.g., Arcturus PDL definition]
- Data dictionaries

The main conclusion to be drawn from the preceding lists is that there are a vast array of information interfaces that must be considered in designing a software development environment and relatively little information interface technology to help in the task of designing, creating and controlling those information interfaces.

Another conclusion that falls out from the enormous breadth of the subject is that there is still a lot of work remaining (as...
described in Section 21 below). In order to actually develop information interface specifications, some number of existing information interfaces should be dissected in detail.

Given the limited time available, this compendium is necessarily incomplete. Nevertheless, as the lists above suggest, it has succeeded in graphically demonstrating the scope of the information interfaces issue relative to the creation of a JSSEE. It has also indicated the paucity of information interface technology available for coping with this issue. Although vastly more citations could have been accumulated, we believe that those contained in this compendium are reasonably representative of the topic area. Moreover, we feel that this compendium should provide an excellent starting point for any subsequent efforts addressing the information interfaces issue with respect to JSSEE.

21.0 Recommendations

It should be clear that an effort of this type could go on almost indefinitely. While we do not recommend that, we do believe that some additional work is needed. Specifically, a closer look at each of the areas should be made in an effort to distinguish between the important (for the JSSEE) and the less important references, and to develop a list of the basic concepts of each area. The objective here would be to further bound the problems that will need to be examined to select specific information interfaces for the JSSEE in a later task. We are not ready to do the selecting yet, but we are ready to start narrowing the field of potential interfaces that the JSSEE should support.

Several other steps need to be completed before a list of information interfaces can be prescribed for the JSSEE:

- All relevant standards need to be detailed.
- A framework for organizing information interfaces must be developed and a more formal taxonomy of information interface related concepts needs to be defined.
- The basic notion that a single environment can support multiple methods and approaches to development in a consistent way needs to be established.
- The initial list of methods, languages, tools and notations that the JSSEE will support should be defined.
- A greater analysis of the Services-related environments (AIE, ALS, ALS/N, FASP and DCDS), as well as the most common commercial environments in use by DoD contractors, should be conducted with an eye toward identifying those information interfaces that will be necessary to include in the JSSEE in order to support a smooth transition from Service-specific and organization-specific environments to a Joint Services
environment.

Finally, a technology should be adopted for specifying information interfaces, e.g. a formal specification language. A decision needs to be made as to whether a standard for an information interface specification language should be adopted. It may be appropriate to develop or select tools to aid in developing, adopting, disseminating and enforcing information interface specifications.

Current JSSEE plans call for most of these steps to be taken. The effort leading to this report has reemphasized the large breadth of information interface concerns and potential contents. Substantial work remains before the actual detailed effort to specify interfaces can begin, and the specification effort will clearly be very substantial.

In fact, one final recommendation is for the planning for the JSSEE to include establishing a mechanism for the adoption of standard information interfaces after initial development of the JSSEE. Since an information interface is a shared boundary, the need for an interface specification does not really exist until the entities which form the boundary are to be specified. Naturally, many such boundaries can be anticipated; this is the basis for having a task for defining information interfaces. However, it is obvious that the complete specification of information interfaces will not be achieved in one step. The recommendations above call for the development of the technology for defining new information interfaces. This recommendation calls for the planning of the process.
APPENDIX 1

The TRW Software Productivity System

Ann B. Marmor-Squires
The TRW Software Productivity System (SPS) (Boehm, 1982) (Boehm, 1984) is a software support environment based upon the UNIX(*) operating system, a variety of TRW software tools and computer support equipment, and a wideband local network. It is part of a major TRW internally-funded effort begun in 1981 to improve productivity of software developers in the 1980s. Two of the primary components of the software development environment are relevant to information interfaces: the software tool set and the master project database. In addition, an internal research and development project is underway at TRW to define, design and develop an integrated project master database for SPS.

The goal of the software tool set is to support the entire software development lifecycle and to be well-engineered as well as portable across various hardware environments. The tool set is to provide convenient access to the master project database which ideally would contain all information relevant to project activities, including budget, personnel, schedules, management data, software requirements, design, test procedures and code. The three categories of software supported by SPS are (1) general utilities, (2) office automation tools (e.g., word processing, forms management, electronic mail, calendar management tools) and (3) software development tools (e.g., automated unit development folder, requirements traceability tool, Caine-Farber-Gordon PDL, Ada PDL, FORTRAN 77 analyzer).

In the current SPS master project database, a multi-database support structure was chosen consisting of:

1. A hierarchial file system for the software information fragments (plans, specifications, standards, code, data, manuals, etc.) -- provided by the UNIX file system.

2. An update-tracking system for representing the successive updates of each information fragment -- provided by the UNIX Source Code Control System (SCCS).

3. A relational DBMS for representing the relations between information fragments -- currently provided by the INGRES relational DBMS.

* UNIX is a trademark of Bell Laboratories.
An advantage of this approach is that each information fragment is stored only once and updated in only one place. The relational DBMS handles the fact that some information fragments are part of several larger ones. For example, the design of a module can simultaneously be part of the system design specification as well as part of a software engineer's Unit Development Folder.

A high-level view of the current master project database structure is shown in Figure 1. On the left are the work products that are generated by the project such as specifications, code, manuals, reports and other documentation. On the right are the various classes of resources required to develop the work products such as labor dollars, capital, personnel and computer resources. In the center are the various plans linking the resources to the creation of the work products. The upper part of the figure shows the various attributes of the entities, such as architectural relationships or traceability relationships.

Although the details of this master project database structure are still in various stages of definition, a working prototype of the structure has been developed. Some portions have been worked out in sufficient detail to support the development of key tools (e.g., the Requirements Traceability Tool and the Unit Development Folder). Other portions, such as the entities, attributes and relationships of a hardware-software architecture are still under research and development.

The current master project database organization has provided a stable workable base for configuration management. SCCS controls all the baselined work products (such as source code, manual pages, user's manuals) through an Electronic Maintenance Folder (EMF). All software produced is stored in a single UNIX directory. Each EMF directory is subdivided into separate subdirectories for source code, documentation, manual pages, test information, requirements and design. Control procedures supported by SCCS allow developers and managers access to and update of a document without affecting the official baselined copy. There is also the ability to recover earlier versions of a controlled document.

The definition, design and development of an integrated project master database for SPS is currently underway as an internal R&D effort. In 1984, the project identified the components of a project master database, their characteristics and the relationships among those components. The components and relationships are described in the Project Database Model (Penedo, 1984). An important design principle has been the use of a unified conceptual model for the user's interaction with the system as an object-oriented approach. Specifically, an entity-relationship type model is used to represent the data. (This is currently considered the best available but may not be sufficient -- an important issue for further research.)
Project Database Model consists of 30 objects, approximately 220 attributes and approximately 110 relationships.

Objects are the components of the model which characterize types of data relevant to a project. The objects are: accountable task, change item, consumable purchase, contract, data component, dictionary, document, equipment purchase, external component, hardware architecture, hardware component, hardware component description, interface, milestone, operational scenario, person, problem report, product, product description, requirement, resource, risk, simulation, software component, software executable task, software purchase, test case, test procedure, tool and Work Breakdown Structure element.

Attributes characterize the objects. Each object has a set of attributes associated with it and each instance of an object will have different values for those attributes. Relationships represent relations between objects showing their interconnectivity. An example of the attributes for the object accountable task is in Figure 2. The relationships associated with the object are shown in Figure 3.

In 1985, this R&D project is synthesizing and analyzing the methods and procedures associated with the database components as well as prototyping a subset of the project master database. It is exploring several of the issues relevant to information interface technology such as: (1) appropriate data model suitable for representing the database components, relationships, mechanisms and views; (2) need for mechanisms for interfacing with external databases; (3) need for database extensibility; (4) need for efficient mechanisms for collection and retention of historical data.
Figure 1. High-Level View of Master Project Database
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>the title/name of the accountable task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number</td>
<td>the job number which is used for cost purposes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>description</td>
<td>any textual data describing the accountable task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period of performance</td>
<td>first month/year and total number of months for which this Accountable Task will be performed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cost</td>
<td>estimated and actual cost per month for period of performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basis of Estimate</td>
<td>description of the basis of cost estimation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>designation</td>
<td>type or designation to which the job/task applies, i.e., recurring/non-recurring, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>type</td>
<td>flag to indicate whether a task/job is measurable or a level of effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of people</td>
<td>estimated and actual number of people per labor category per burden pool per month.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>internal organization</td>
<td>name of internal organization, if responsibility for the task lies with an internal organization, not a person.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Accountable Task Attributes

Figure 3: Object Accountable Task and its Relationships
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APPENDIX 2

Some Thoughts on A Taxonomy
for Software Engineering Objects

Leon G. Stucki
This short concept paper addresses the need for some type of taxonomy or information model within a software engineering environment. Such an information model is needed to identify and classify the different types of "software engineering objects" that a computer-aided software engineering environment will have to support. This in turn will help identify some of the high level requirements for information management.

For example, source code, execution scripts, test data, et. al. all suggest the need for simple files with configuration control/configuration management attributes. Other "software engineering objects", however, suggest the need for very powerful and efficient database capabilities. Structured specification concept and system models involving graphics, forms, as well as textual related subobjects suggest the need for powerful database management capabilities in addition to the normal relational operations (such as indexed or keyed fields and the ability to manipulate variable length text fields). In addition to the representational problems - configuration management/change control, backup, transaction logging, resource estimation and tracking, et. al. are also important considerations.

My major recommendation is that some extra time be allotted to allow for the development of a high level information model which will include as a minimum:

- A list of the most obvious "object types" to be managed by the system.

- A list of candidate data structures to be considered for representing the respective types of objects together with their associated attributes and values.

- A list of views and user perspectives to be supported.

- Proposed techniques for isolating the human interaction from the computational aspects of each type of tool as suggested in the companion "Human Engineering" paper should also be included in the model.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software Engineering Objects</th>
<th>Generic Storage Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Planning and Estimating**
- Gantt Charts: Structured Graphics
- Task Spec Sheets: Forms

**Documentation**
- Documentation Plan: Structured Document
- Formal Specification: Structured Document
- Formal Design: Structured Document
- User’s Documentation: Structured Document
- Test Plan: Structured Document
- Test Procedures: Structured Document
- Test Summary: Structured Document

**Specification and Analysis**
- Context Diagrams: Structured Graphics
- Data Flow Diagrams: Structured Graphics
- State Transition Diagrams: Structured Graphics
- Spec Sheets: Forms
- Rapid Prototype Systems: Interpretive System
- Applications Generators: Interpretive System

**Design**
- Structure Charts: Structured Graphics
- Program Design Languages: Sequential Units
- Nassi Schneiderman Charts: Structured Graphics
- database Design Models: Database Model
- Spec Sheets: Forms
- Database Schemas: Database Templates

**Programming**
- Source Code: Sequential Units
- Object Code: Sequential Units
- Libraries: Sequential Units
- Build/Make Files: Sequential Units
- Command Scripts: Sequential Units
- Database Schemas: Database Templates
- Debugging Scripts: Sequential Units
- Test Data: Sequential Units
- Test Scripts: Sequential Units
- Test Results: Sequential Units

**Integration and Testing**
- Controlled Source Code: Sequential Units
- Controlled Object Code: Sequential Units
- Controlled Libraries: Sequential Units
- Controlled Build/Make Files: Sequential Units
- Controlled Command Scripts: Sequential Units
- Controlled database Schemas: Database Templates
- Controlled Test Data: Sequential Units
- Controlled Test Scripts: Sequential Units
- Controlled Test Results: Sequential Units

Table 1: Software Engineering Objects and Generic Storage Models
Analysis of Table 1 suggests that a data repository for a software engineering environment should be capable of effectively manipulating the following generic data types:

Structured Graphics - Where a given "structured graphics object" is made up of more than just a diagram. In fact, the concept really implies the existence (or potential existence) of a set of related diagrams, hierarchical derivations/relationships, and (object, attribute, value) relations. For example, support for a Data Flow Diagram "object" would include sufficient information to fully characterize all of its constituent "parts" or "subobjects" together with a mechanism for manipulating all of their corresponding attributes and values. Connectivity and decomposition information must also be supported. Using this generic storage model, a sophisticated editor can be built which will support real-time decomposition of graphic objects, rubberbanding of diagram subobjects as they are modified, and the specification of attribute values by filling in the blanks in appropriate "forms".

Structured Documentation - Where a given "structured documentation object" is made up of various "subobjects" such as sectional headings, chapter headings, subchapter headings, textual units, illustrations, tables, figures, etc. An editor can then support and maintain the structure of the document. Libraries of sample textual units can be developed and used to speed document preparation and maintenance. A fisheye browser feature can be included within the editor to provide improved contextual awareness. (E.g., Headings can be shown while detailed text is not for areas out of the center of the screen - giving a "fisheye" effect.)

Sequential Units - Where "sequential units" can be viewed as related sets of sequential information. Typical relationships include controlled storage and access to source code modules which make up a total program or subsystem. Another example relationship is the maintenance of release information by means of a set of master files and delta files capable of generating specific versions of "objects".

Database Model, Templates, and Forms - Where a specific set of database capabilities is provided. The database must be capable of all the normal relational type database operations. It should also have a forms mode for entry, query/modification, and report generation. For efficiency reasons it must support keyed access to various fields. Transaction logging and backup capability, security, submodel - record - field locking, and access rights are some of the other desirable characteristics of the database. Efficient implementation of variable length fields will support the previously mentioned sequential units, structured documentation, and structured graphics "objects."

Interpretive Systems - Where a collection of "tools" are included which have the ability of deriving control information
from various design representations (e.g., State Transition Diagrams, Ada PDL, etc.) and generating operational skeleton code. This skeleton code can then be linked together with semantic specifications from the database for prototyping user interfaces with little or no real "coding" having been performed. Tools to synthesize "smart functional stubs" based on their input/output specs ("package definitions") and additional PDL info specifying linkages to libraries of existing code modules, models (or "packages") can also be provided.

Comments on the general architecture for the software engineering environment:

Conjecture:

Given the ability to represent the above mentioned "objects" in an efficient manner, the primary architecture for the environment is centered around a very powerful editor linked with the database and capable of manipulating each of the above "objects." Analysis functions can be developed and stored as operations which can be applied to the objects stored in the database. (Basically, the architecture should result in a very powerful "visi-like" [what you see is what you get] capability for manipulating software engineering objects.)
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